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Report Highlights:
The 2015 Exporter Guide (VM5017 on March 27, 2015) is the most up-to-date document outlining Vietnam's policies and regulations that may affect U.S. companies interested in exporting to Vietnam.

The Vietnam Exporter Guide will be updated by the first quarter of 2018.
Executive Summary:
The 2015 Vietnam Exporter Guide (VM5017) is the most up-to-date document outlining Vietnam's policies and regulations that may affect the importation of U.S. food and agricultural products into Vietnam.

TPP Update - On January 23, 2017, the United States announced its decision to withdraw from the TPP.

Should you have specific questions regarding the 2015 Exporter Guide or exporting U.S. food and agricultural products to Vietnam, please contact aghanoi@fas.usda.gov and/or Atohochiminh@fas.usda.gov

The Office of Agricultural Affairs-Vietnam will update the Vietnam Exporter Guide by the first quarter of 2018.